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Open Issues (1)

- Normalization: are we all OK with NFC?
- Domainpart: MUST convert A-labels to U-labels? (currently a SHOULD)
- Resourcepart: re-use PRECIS FreeClass, or do codepoint-for-codepoint comparison?
- Define nickname profile for chatrooms? (see draft-saintandre-precis-nickname)
Open Issues (2)

• How to handle full-width / half-width code points? (see draft-yoneya-precis-mappings)
• Do we need to better specify the handling of i18n-related errors?
• Should we define suggested "registrar-like" policies for servers?
Open Issues (3)

• Enforcing the rules...
  • Clients as well as servers?
  • Server enforcement...
  • c2s connections only?
  • or also s2s connections?